
 
 

 

 

“From my garden, to the RHS gardens, to the 

2014 Chelsea Flower Show…” Jenny Maddock, designer & founder.  
 

Plant Belles elegant ‘grow-thru’ plant supports and wirework for the garden have been seen in 

RHS and National Trust gardens for a few years, but never before at the Chelsea Flower Show.  

A great success and recipients of a three star trade stand award for the outstanding display! 
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Inspired by the ‘Arts & Crafts’ period, the Plant 

Belles are named after designer’s linked with the 

movement. Placed in the borders, the elegant wire 

frames look great in Winter crusted in frost. As 

Winter subsides, Plant Belles protect young Spring 

growth emerging from beneath, before providing 

much needed support as plants reach the heady 

heights of the flowering season.  
 

Last year RHS Rosemoor installed over 50 ‘Plant Belle’ plant 

supports in the gardens nr Torrington, Devon. This year you will 

also find Plant Belles in the gardens at RHS Wisley. The belles, 

edging hurdles and plant crooks (single-stem supports) are 

designed to be both practical and beautiful, offering support for 

plants and ornate interest for visitors all year round. 

 

          
 

There surely is no more perfect a setting than the Hidcote Manor ‘Arts & 

Crafts’ gardens for Plant Belles to be found.  New for 2014, the Hidcote Manor ‘Arts 

& Crafts’ Garden has recently taken delivery of many Belles, whilst also testing the innovative 

‘Plant Tunnel’ design in the kitchen garden.  

 

Plant Belles have been working with the National Trust since 2008, co-designing the majestic 

‘George’ Belle with the then Head Gardener at Castle Drogo, Andrew Midgley. Since then you can 

find Belle designs and commissions at numerous NT properties, notably at Knightshayes Court, 

Devon. 

 
All the Plant Belle products are designed and handcrafted by Jenny & Alex in Devon. The designs are protected, 

available exclusively from Flower Power Garden products (or under licence). To view the complete album of great high 

resolution images by James Corbett contact jenny@plantbelles.co.uk or call. Access a gallery of images on our 

Facebook pages https://www.facebook.com/pages/Plant-Belles/293381690719384 or learn more on the website.  

www.plantbelles.co.uk 


